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Precautionary water testing is underway at Alderney Manor for Legionella bacteria after a family made a complaint to the province after two family members died of pneumonia.
Siblings looking for answers after deaths of two family members in Dartmouth’s Alderney Manor
Matt Ayyash loves soccer. He also happens to be deaf, but that hasn't kept him on sidelines as he's become the first and only deaf referee in Nova Scotia.
Matt Ayyash is proof that hard work pays off as he has become Nova Scotia's first and only deaf soccer referee
Plan your summer nights in Virginia and DC around two meteor showers: the long-running Delta Aquariids and the fireball-producing Perseids.
Delta Aquariids, Perseid Meteors In NoVA, DC: Peak Dates
Sunnova Energy International Inc. (NYSE:NOVA) went down by -3.83% from its latest closing price compared to the recent 1-year high of $57.70. The company’s stock price has collected -0.34% of loss in ...
The Chart for Sunnova Energy International Inc. (NOVA) Is Flashing Mixed Signals
HALIFAX — Nova Scotia's premier deflected several questions Wednesday regarding drunk-driving charges he faced in 2005, saying he was sorry for bad decisions he made as a young man when alcohol was a.
Nova Scotia premier responds to new questions about drunk-driving charge in 2005
Animal rescuers in Dallas are searching for answers while caring for a dog they say has likely been through years of neglect. This is the second severe animal abuse case in Luzerne County in just over ...
Abused dog rescued in Luzerne County likely 'in pain for at least two years' as animal refuge seeks answers
The premier says he was fined and his licence was suspended in 2003 for driving while impaired, and that he was charged two years later with the same ...
Nova Scotia premier’s drunk-driving acknowledgement could set stage for an East Coast election
The all-new HUAWEI nova 8i sports a trendy aesthetic, along with powerful upgrades. With a striking design, improved performance, and intuitive user experience, the HUAWEI nova 8i ...
Enjoy The Best Of Style & Connectivity With HUAWEI's Newly Released nova 8i And FreeBuds 4
This Nova Bus RTS was never made to do much more ... oil pressure warnings and I’m ending up with more questions than answers. The bus is supposed to have an electronically-limited top speed ...
I Drove This City Bus 1,200 Miles Home Through Mountains And Around A Tornado
Angel MooreAPTN National News A Mi’kmaw lobster harvester wants to know what happened to his lobster after finally getting his fishing gear back from the ...
Mi’kmaw lobster harvester wants answers
Ask muscle car enthusiasts how they feel about the third-generation Chevy Nova SS and you'll get plenty of positive answers, with this being the most sought-after iteration of the badge.
Chevy Nova SS Drag Races Fox Body Mustang, Gets Surprised Into Submission
The Halifax Examiner is providing all COVID-19 coverage for free. Please help us continue this coverage by subscribing. Jump to sections in this article: Overview Vaccination Demographics Testing ...
8 new cases of COVID-19 announced in Nova Scotia on Saturday, July 3
A virtual town hall with Nova Scotia’s premier and top doc offered a glimpse into how the province may look in the next few months, as COVID-19 restrictions slowly lift and people “learn to ...
What will July look like in Nova Scotia? Premier, top doc answer questions in COVID-19 town hall
(Paul Poirier/CBC) A Nova Scotia woman who was recorded without ... Wolfe said she never received a satisfactory answer. Meanwhile, apart from injections for her psychiatric condition, Wolfe ...
N.S. woman speaks out about 'dehumanizing' experience in correctional facility
HALIFAX -- Nova Scotia's health minister says the Halifax-area family of a 19-year-old who recently died of meningitis has a right to answers about the treatment their son received from the health ...
Family of Halifax area teen who died of meningitis deserves answers: minister
Nova Scotia Premier Iain Rankin had a call with ... Mainstreet NS15:44'It's a tough decision to make': Premier answers questions about imposing modified quarantine rules on N.B. travellers Rankin ...
N.S. considering whether new information from N.B. enough to lift border restrictions
Palango had moved to Nova Scotia to live a quieter life ... It already is for the families of the victims still looking for answers more than a year later. There have already been enough ...
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In a world where only animals exist and in a place where darkness seems stronger than the light, Nova is faced with a life-changing choice. Will the wise dogs be able to save him from the dark one or will good fail him? Is Nova’s life over or has he just begun to live?
Contains decisions of the various courts of Quebec and includes a few cases of earlier date.
"Surviving the Extremes brings personal experience and scientific knowledge together beautifully, giving us narrative that are powerful, moving, and very real." -Oliver Sacks A true-life scientific thriller no reader will forget, Surviving the Extremes takes us to the farthest reaches of the earth as well as into the uncharted territory within the human body, spirit, and brain. A vice president of the legendary Explorers Club, as well as surgeon, explorer, and masterful storyteller, Dr. Kenneth Kamler has spent years discovering what happens to
the human body in extreme environmental conditions. Divided into six sections—jungle, high seas, desert, underwater, high altitude, and outer space—this book uses firsthand testimony and documented accounts to investigate the science of what a body goes through and explains why people survive—and why they sometimes don’t.
The answer is NO! Abuse, neglect, abandonment, rejection, adoption, foster homes, orphanages, is this really life at its best? What is the question? It may be easy to give money at church, or to your favorite charity, but what does the older child left behind really need? Read what happens when a 4 year old orphan is adopted when he thought that this would never be. Open up your heart and get ready to laugh and cry as this story unfolds and lets you know that yes, you too can make a difference.
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